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Problem Background

● Design objects with specific desired properties. 

○ For example: Design a new robot to run faster.

● Evaluation can be expensive, so assume access only to an offline 
dataset of designs and their property scores.

○ For example: some pairs of robot size and running speed.

● Offline Model-based Optimization (MBO): find a design (robot 
size) to maximize its property (speed) with the offline dataset only.
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Problem Formulation
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: some design (robot size);
: some property (robot speed);

: an offline dataset;

: some algorithm outputs       candidates

: the        percentile of     .  
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Related Work

A common approach consists of 2 steps:

1) Fit a DNN proxy          to    .

2) Perform gradient ascent:
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Out-of-distribution (OOD) issue: The proxy overestimates the ground truth objective 
function, and the seemingly high-scoring design           obtained by gradient ascent has a 
low ground truth score. 



Motivation

● What if we have more data points?

○ May train a better proxy!

● How to obtain these new data points?

○ Sample a set of points and use one 
proxy to pseudo-label them.

● How to identify the more accurate data points?

○ Let another two proxies co-teach each 
other to exchange valuable data.
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Methodology: Pseudo-label-driven Co-teaching
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● Maintain three symmetric proxies and use their 
mean ensemble as the final proxy. 

● Select one proxy as the pseudo-labeler, followed 
by a co-teaching process to enable knowledge 
sharing between the other two proxies.

● Repeat this process three times with different 
proxies as the pseudo-labeler in turn.



Methodology: Pseudo-label-driven Co-teaching

● Maintain three symmetric proxies,         ,          , and          .

● Generate a set of points near the current point       and 
use           to pseudo-label it.

●          and           co-teach each other by exchanging the 
small-loss samples in the pseudo-labeled dataset.
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Methodology: Meta-learning-based Sample Reweighting

● Assign an importance weight to the selected 
sample.

● Leverage the supervision signals from the offline dataset 
to update the weight:

      where                                                                       is the 
      loss on the offline data set. 
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Experimental Results: Continuous Tasks
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Our method achieves top performance on all four continuous tasks.



Experimental Results: Discrete Tasks and Rankings
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Our method achieves top performance on 2/3 discrete tasks.



Thanks for your attention!
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